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Secure project success
Warm up a project team and bring out the best in
each participant. Prepare your people to anticipate and
mitigate the most common project pitfalls.

KEY THEMES
Business value
Teamwork
Decision-making
Project Success
Communication

In Celemi Cayenne™, participants will act as advisors in a project – an IT
roll-out of a new system. The project has been finalized, but in hindsight it
was not a success, nobody’s satisfied. The project failed to deliver as
expected, the potential value was insufficiently tapped and there were
overruns.
In teams, participants revisit the project to identify the issues, deliver
better results and maximize business value while balancing diverse
stakeholder needs. The challenges are universal. The lessons are as
memorable like the burn of a hot pepper.
Help your company learn from their mistakes long before the stakes are
high by playing Celemi Cayenne™ – the secret ingredient for securing
project success.

TARGET GROUP
All project participants,
including project managers,
business executives, content
provider consultants, experts,
end users, and support
personnel.
PARTICIPANTS
Up to 20 participants in
2-5 teams
METHOD
Digital simulation that is
facilitator led in a virtual
classroom, with interactive
team activities in breakout
rooms.
TIME
2-4 hours.

CELEMI Cayenne

What clients say
“I found it stimulating and thought-provoking, especially the
‘knock-on’ effect of our choices noted, making decisions
and the importance of group-work and communication.”
-Team leader, Local county council, United Kingdom

Celemi CayenneTM is designed for you who wish to increase staff
commitment and improve alignment on a project. Participants will
secure an understanding of critical success factors in project work
and, by competing in teams, establish proactive behavior and effective
communication amongst project team members.

KEY CONCEPTS COVERED
Group knowledge sharing
Creating alignment

Key employee results

Team building

Through the fiery competition of Celemi CayenneTM, participants will:

Launching a new project or getting
an existing project back on track

• gain a holistic understanding of projects and critical success factors.
• diagnose signs and symptoms of potential problems and
mitigate them.
• prioritize to get the most value from limited resources.
• assess the conditions for successful project management.
• identify and utilize key performance measures.
• understand the importance of preparedness and actions
from the start.
• recognize the art of balancing needs to create maximum
business value.
• build a common vocabulary and understanding.
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Gaining full project experience, from
pre-study to implementation, in a
few hours.
Diagnosing signs and symptoms of
potential pitfalls, and mitigating
them with limited resources.
Balancing the needs of key
stakeholders in order to create
maximum business value.
Understanding the full impact of
decisions.
Decision-making
Communication
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